
 
 

RLPP meeting date: 14 December 2023 
 

 
1.1 Declaration of Interest – Electronic Meeting 

 
 

Item Address In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

1.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

2.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

3.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

4.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

5.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

6.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 

7.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 

8.  

 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 



 
 

 

Part 2: Details of any conflict of interest  

Item Details of conflict of interest  

        

     

         

 

 

 

Part 3: Other matters  

       

        

 

 
 

9.  
 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 







 
 

RLPP meeting date: 14 December 2023 
 

Panel member name: 
 
Chair: Lindsay Fletcher 

Expert member 1:  Jan Murrell 

Expert member 2:  Peter Romey  

Community Representative: Michelle Finegan 

 
Part 1:  
 
1.1 Declaration of Interest – Electronic Meeting 

 
 

Item Address In relation to this matter, I declare that I have: 

1.  
1193-1193A Anzac Parade, 
KINGSFORD (DA/481/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

2.  
132 Mount Street COOGEE 
(DA/135/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

3.  
152 Moverly Road SOUTH 
COOGEE (DA/348/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

4.  
16-18 Rainbow Street, 
KINGSFORD (DA/481/2021) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

5.  
17 St Pauls Street, RANDWICK 
(DA/517/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 
actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

6.  
171 Arden Street, COOGEE 
(DA/525/2022) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 

7.  
19 Mawson Parade, CHIFLEY  

(DA/568/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 

8.  

38 Prince Street, RANDWICK 
(DA/37/2022/A) 

Refusal 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 

 



 
 

 

Part 2: Details of any conflict of interest  

Item Details of conflict of interest  

       Nil 

     

         

 

 

 

Part 3: Other matters  

      Nil 

        

 

 
 
Lindsay Fletcher ........................    .................................................  13/12/2023 
Name  Signature   Date 
    

9.  
73 Darley Rd, RANDWICK 
(DA/165/2023) 

☒ no known conflict of interest 

☐ 

actual ☐, potential ☐ or reasonably perceived ☐ 

conflict of interest as detailed in Part 2. 
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